Automatic Digging Brake

AUTOMATIC

Improves work flow with no manual braking and
minimal static load

DIGGING BRAKE

SVAB Digging Brake gives wheeled excavators full automatic
braking, meaning the operator no longer has to press the
break pedal (digging brake) to its locked position by manual
force. Instead this is done automatically by the system when
the operator releases the gas pedal, provided the machine is
running at low speed. The machine brakes automatically and the
oscillation lock is activated while the gas pedal is in the neutral
position. The deceleration is smooth and without jerkiness. The
digging brake and oscillation lock is released when the gas pedal
is pressed once again.
SVAB Digging Brake handles activation, monitors safety conditions
and controls an electro-hydraulic actuator that performs the
mechanical operation of the machine’s original brake. SVAB
Digging Brake is designed to be easily retrofitted on most wheeled
excavators.
The benefits of SVAB Digging Brake
•
Minimizes static load that comes with repeated manual
braking when digging.
•
Streamlines the work of digging since shorter maneuvers are
made faster.
•
Provides a safer braking as the machine always starts braking
immediately when you release the gas pedal.
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COMPATIBLE EXCAVATORS

(Our kits may fit other models, contact us for more information)
Takeuchi
TB295W
Doosan
DX140W-5 to DX190W-5
Hyundai
HW140 to HW210
Atlas
140W to 220W
JCB
JS145W to JS175W
Liebherr
A 910 to A 918

The digging brake and oscillation lock activates
automatically when releasing the gas pedal - No
need of pressing the digging brake manually!

SAFETY
SVAB Digging Brake is well documented with installation instructions and an operator’s manual. Risk
assessment has been made to ensure that the solution meets all of the Machine Directive’s requirements for
safety.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW (EXAMPLE)
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Properties
Operating Temperature
-40 To +70 ˚C
Directives
2006/42/EG - Machine Directive
2004/108/EG - EMC Directive
Operating Voltage
9 - 36V

Actuator
Digging break

Pressure switch,
alternating

Fuse protected for
10A

Don’t hesitate to contact us for more information!
SVAB - Hallsberg - Sweden - Phone +46 582 152 30 - www.svab.se - info@svab.se

